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NO
VOICE!

good about them. Gum yappers are
no voice at all.
Just remember that there will

THE

Submitted by Uncle Jessie

GOSPEL

Black people have no voice!
Why? Because every time
somebody Black opens their
mouth, Negroes start barking and
yapping. It's bad enough dealing
with white supremacy's degradation
of our people in general, but
Negroes and Negresses are so dam
jealous and envious. Even Black
people with good intentions, trying
to give voice to our collective, are
soon put on the defensive when
Black "gum yappers" and "wanna
bee specials" go to work, trying to
rip those voices to shreds. Some of
these gum yappers and wanna bees
are paid informants; confidential
informants; snitches, butt kissers
and assimilationist, but most are
just plain, old NEGRO HATERS,
hiding under the guise of being
competitive.

NEGRO ON BLACK
HATE!
We have all seen these gum
yappers at work. From Snap Chat,
to Twitter to Face Book to out in
the streets and even on some of
these jobs. Gum yappers are into
everything but a grave. And when
they do die or exit stage right,
ministers, preachers and reverends
are hard pressed to say anything

the more we can drown out the
slicked tongued and wicked that are
trying to control our ears, our mind
and are up to no goods.

ACCORDING
TO AFRIKANS

WAKANDA
FOREVER!
always be somebody trying to shut
your voice up. Freedom of speech
sure sounds good, but there can be
consequences, that one must be
prepared to deal with. Yapping
Negroes can be dangerous to us!
Black people have to be vocal on
every issue possible, because there
are other Black people that will
take action on some of our
grievances and cries for justice.
The more voices, the merrier,
because we know what SILENCE
is all about. As a mass of people, a
race-family, we cannot afford
silence. Just as much as we can't
afford any more betrayal or even
people talking loud and saying
nothing. The more voices we have,

(OUR STORY)
This month we would like to
remind everyone again that
we are not trying to convince
anyone of anything. Nation
building has never stopped for
Nubians. All that we have ever
done and all that we will ever
do… continues. We only hope
our efforts make more
BLACK people involved than
ever before. What you read is
being read or translated to
and by Nubians globally.
Interpret the Gospel
According to Afrikans. Let it
blow up. Yeah! You that
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powerful! Tune in with your
God force and your God
intelligence. Afrikan spiritual
fires are re-igniting.

CONSCIOUS & ASTUTE
MINISTER

His task is to take care of the
elderly, the defenseless, those who
cannot provide for themselves, and
above all the children, the future of
humanity."

PLANTATION POLITICS

The Gospel According To

The Gospel According To

Bishop Tudor Bismark

Attorney Alton Maddox

“Prayer is not in the success
equation. Prayer is in the
Revelation equation. Decision
making is in the success equation.
You have to make a decision and
be sound. We have to be
disciplined and make sure we go
and get what God has called us to
get. You can be full of the Holy
Ghost, but you can still be ignorant
“It’s not about praising God, and
hallelujah and a great thank you
Jesus. It’s about possessing an
understanding as to how things
work.”

WHAT YOU QUIETLY
SUBMIT TO
The Gospel According to
Frederick Douglas
"Find out just what any people will
quietly submit to and you have
found out the exact measure of
injustice and wrong which will be
imposed upon them, and these will
continue till they are resisted with
either words or blows, or both. The
limits of tyrants are prescribed by
the endurance of those whom they
oppress."

THE WARRIOR
The Gospel According To
Sitting Bull
"Warriors are not what you think
of as warriors. The warrior is not
someone who fights, because no
one has the right to take another
life. The warrior, for us, is one who
sacrifices himself for the good of
others.

"In American politics, political
parties have the only political
voices. Blacks have failed or
refused to form and operate a
political party. Therefore, Blacks
have no political voice. For most
Blacks, Hillary Clinton or Donald
Trump must speak for them. In
short, Blacks must participate in
politics through “third parties.”
This is plantation politics."

MYTHS IN BLACK
MALE/FEMALE
RELATIONS

Bobby Hemmitt
“White people only accept Black
people in some form of
exploitation. Why? Because it is
not in him. He has nothing in his
constitution capable of responding
to us as humans because they are
not humans. They are a hybrid
species.
If they cannot exploit us, they have
no use for us. We have to amuse
them with some type of talent. The
only way some Black people
survive is by doing some sort of
Minstrel Show, with all the singing,
dancing, joking and acting of
Hollywood. Ultimately, no matter
how much we think we have
achieved through this devil or
cracker, its always a form of
exploitation.”

ABORIGINAL RIGHTS
The Gospel According To

The Gospel According To

Pierre Elliot Trudeau

Dr. LaFrances Rodgers-Rose

"If you no longer speak your
language and no longer practice
your culture, then you have no right
to demand aboriginal rights from
us, because you are assimilated
with the ruling power."

“Other people have gotten into our
business. That is the essence of
what I am talking about and it goes
back 5,000, 6,000 years ago when
people came in and saw a
relationship that Afrikan men and
women had with each other. They
didn’t understand that relationship
because no other people historically
have ever had that kind of
relationship since that time.
Afrikans have never treated their
women other than as equals. The
things that both Black men and
Black women have to do are
significant, but what we have
permitted a group of people to do is
come in and lay their definition on
top of us and what it is that they
think we ought to be doing as men
and women. And some of us are so
bad off that we can’t think
differently.”

EXPLOITATION
The Gospel According To

EUROPEAN
FOUNDATION
The Gospel According To
Dr. Llaila O. Afrika
“Europeans hate themselves. They
have dysfunctional families and if
you stay around them you’ll have
dysfunctional families, you’ll hate
yourself and you’ll be homosexual
too, because that is the foundation
of their civilization. You have to
understand that. You have to walk
away from those people, if you
want to call them that. They said
they are monkeys…I agree with
them”

GAY vs. FREEDOM OF
CHOICE
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The Gospel According To
Dr. Llaila O. Afrika

“There is an epidemic and it’s
spreading and it’s not stopping,
because we are looking at it as a
matter of sexual choice. A person
that has freedom of choice can only
have freedom of choice if a group
supports that choice. You have to
have a group to have individual
freedom. Without the power of
group, you have no individual
freedom. Freedom of choice is a
privilege granted by a group.
Without a group, you have no
freedom of choice. You’re only
free to choose the wrong thing in
this society.”

So in love
In a world of our own
So Much in love
So in love
So much in love

ANGEL DUST
Gil Scott Heron

He was groovin'
And that was when he coulda'
swore
The room was movin'
But that was only in his mind
He was sailin'
He never really seemed to notice
Vision failin'
'cause that was all part of the high
Sweat was pourin'
He couldn't take it
The room was exploding
He might not make it.

ONE SWEET DAY
Mariah Carey, Boyz II Men

And I know you're shining down
I CAN DO BAD ALL BY
MYSELF
Mary J. Blige

I don't need no one to put me
down,
I'm on the ground, can't get no
lower.
And I don't need no one to hang
around and make me frown just
makes me look older.
And I don't need no one to black
my eye and tell me lies
Don't wanna cry over nobody else
No no no no I can do bad all by
myself

SO MUCH IN LOVE
All-4-One / the Tymes

As we stroll along together
Holding hands walking all alone
So in love are we two
That we don't know what to do

on me from heaven
Like so many friends we've lost
along the way
And I know eventually we'll be
together
One sweet day
Darling I never showed you
Assumed you'd always be there
I, I took your presence for granted
But I always cared
And I miss the love we shared

BED
J. Holliday

Girl change into that Victoria
Secret thing that I like
All right, Okay, tonight you're
having me your way
Perfume, spray it there
Put our love in the air
Now put me right next to you
Finna' raise the temp in the room
First rub my back like you do

Right there, right there
You touch me like you care
Now stop
And let me repay you for the week
that you've been through
Workin' that nine to five and stayin'
cute like you do

FAR AWAY
Kindred The Family Soul

I'm tired of broken street glass
Not gettin' no ass unless the babies
sleep
But even then it seems like we're
tryin' to creep
Tired of payin' taxes, sendin' emails and faxes
Tired of crooked cops
Tired of black folk complaining
that crime don't stop
I wanna go to a place where lovers
go
Do the things that lovers do
No stress

COLOR HIM FATHER
The Winstons

There's a man at my house, he's so
big and strong
He goes to work each day, and he
stays all day long
He comes home each night looking
tired and beat
He sits down at the dinner table and
has a bite to eat
Never a frown always a smile
When he says to me how's my child
I said that I've been studying hard
all day in school
Tryin' very hard to understand the
golden rule
I think I'll color this man father
I think I'll color him love
Said I'm gonna color him father
I think I'll color the man love, yes I
will
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The Gospel According To
Dr. Arthur Lewis

THE AMERICAN FLAG
The Gospel According to
Henry McNeal Turner
"I used to love what I thought was
the grand old flag, and sing with
ecstasy about the Stars and Stripes,
but to the Negro in this country the
American flag is a dirty and
contemptible rag."

THE PERFECT BLACK
The Gospel According to
Booty Adams
“Perfect Blacks are when you have
a union or a circle of the Black man
and the Black woman. To this day,
that circle remains unbroken. Of
this union, the Generators,
Operators and Destroyers come
forth by day and night. These offspring are born spiritual, with
special powers and gifts, that others
are afraid to let them manifest. To
those born outside the circle, these
powers are known as “Black
Magick”. To those within the
circle, they are just the return of the
Ancient Ones!
For safety reasons, Perfect Black
off spring may not always come
forth in the biological realm, but all
enter into the spiritual realm with
the ancestors at one time or
another. There is a need for SoulJahs in both places. Let it be
known that only Black men and
Black women can achieve
perfection. Anything else is just
shooting blanks. Accept no
imitations and give no
explanations.”

EASTERN EUROPEANS

“Those white human beings called
Russians, went over the Aural
Mountains heading East and
equally did to those Asians what
the Western Europeans (English,
French, Spanish, Portuguese,
Germans) did to what you call
America, the Caribbean, Afrika and
the Pacific. In the age of European
conquest ( 1300 to present), white
Russians went in and conquered
what is now parts of Pakistan,
India, China, Iran, Mongolia and
other areas. They killed off and
exterminated those people in Asia
you call Eskimos, Inu’s and people
of color. They came out of Asia
and they went across and
conquered Alaska and almost
conquered Hawaii. That’s how
Russia got its power and strength.
So you had two parallels between
Western and Eastern Europeans. So
you had dual conquest on both
ends. So anyone who tells you that
the Soviet Union is your friend…as
a European look at the history and
you’ll see that’s non-sense!”

GERMANS?
The Gospel According To
Dr. Arthur Lewis
“When you look at the history of
Europe, approximately 400 AD, a
group of Europeans coming from
the Northern parts of Europe,
which you call Scandinavia,
Sweden, Denmark, Norway,
Finland and Russia, came down in
a series of invasions and smashed
the Roman empire. These groups of
people who began this invasion
were called GERMANIC people.
They exterminated the Europeans
who were presently there, which
primarily were Romans & Celts.
Three sets of the Germanic people
(Angles, Saxons & Jutes) would go
into what is now England or Great
Britain as invaders to exterminate
the Celts, who are now survived by

the Irish, the Scottish, and the
Wales. These Germans would
change their names into
Englishmen. And when these
Englishmen come to America, the
name of these people will change to
Americans. Americans are
Englishmen. Englishmen are
Germans. They are Jutes, Angles
and Saxons…no different than
Hitler!”
“Those Europeans who now you
recognize as Englishmen, Germans,
French, Spanish, Italian,
Russians…they’re all Germans.
Racially they are the same, there is
no distinction. So don’t mix them
up about one of your colonizers is
better than the other!”

UNNATURAL HEADS
The Gospel According To
Dr. Na’im Akbar
“Any slave who began to emerge
as a natural head, that is, one
oriented toward survival of the
whole body, was identified early
and was either gotten rid of,
isolated, killed or ridiculed.
Unnatural heads were attached to
the slave communities. They
furthered the cause of the master
and frustrated the cause of the
slave. They are projected by the
“master’s” media & press”.

BLACKS ARE
ECONOMIC SLAVES
The Gospel According to
Chika Onyeani
“There is nothing like State of
Black Economy. It does not exist in
Africa. Neither does it exist in any
other part of the world. It is an
illusion to think there is such a
situation called State of Black
Economy. Blacks are economic
slaves. There is no group of people
in this world who have abandoned
any ambition of being
economically independent from the
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grip of others as the Black race whether Africans from the
continent, or Africans from the
Diaspora - Black Americans,
Caribbean's or migratory Africans.
We are more slaves now than when
the Caucasian conquered us and
sold us into slavery.”

State. Somebody may just be
capitalizing on your faith,
ignorance and need to worship
somebody, anybody who won't
whip your ass or send you to
another Hell. Whatever!

What is more
powerful...controlling your
resources or controlling your
religion? What happens when you
don't control either?

CAPITALIST NIGGER:
THE ROAD TO SUCCESS
The Gospel According To

Whatever happening to Anheuser

Chika Onyeani
“The whole of the African race is
under economic occupation. You
cannot achieve a true political
independence without at the same
time achieving economic
independence. The so-called
political independence we think we
have now is merely an illusion. It is
meaningless. It is not supported by
any solid foundation. A house
without solid foundation is bound
to crumple sooner or later. Without
economic independence, sooner or
later, we will be re-colonized
politically.”

CRACK HEAD
NEWS

OTHER PEOPLE’S
INTEREST

Edition

The Gospel According To
Dr. Maulana Karenga
“We believe that those who can
grasp the world, can in fact handle
the world. Those who cannot grasp
the world will be terrorized by the
world. And if you can’t define and
defend and develop your own
interests in the world, you’ll have
other people’s interests imposed on
you.”

EDUCATION
The Gospel According To
Dr. John Henrik Clarke
“Education has but one honorable
purpose, -one alone, everything
else is a waste of time…that is to
train the student to be a proper
handler of power.”

YOUR

AMERICAN

CARD
HAS BEEN
REVOKED!
Parental Advisory
May contain Explicit Content not
meant for Negro Kids or weakass Adults!

Fake News is about the same
propaganda that Black people,
Africans or indigenous people have
had to live with for many, many
rains.

Is it possible that after the movie
Black Panther, more Black people
will begin to accept and like being
an African? Whatever! Some say
only if Disney opens Wakanda
Land in Disney Land. Then being
African might seem legit. LOL!

Jesus is not FREE! Is that
blasphemy? Hell no! Are you
insane or what? Ask any minister,
male or female, if praising the Lord
is FREE in a capitalistic, racist

Busch's promotions of African
Kings, Queens and empires?
Anybody still drink their beer?

Cyber war and warfare are
continuous. They are kind of the
down side to what they now call
social media. Most people really
don't know that they are lackeys
and willing participants in this kind
of warfare. They don't realize much
of what they are financing.

Black GrapeVine news- For people
who thought there was no such a
thing as race before the modern era,
was there such a thing as gender?
Perhaps your mythology and
teachings leaves a lot to be desired.
lol. So in ancient times, knuckle
heads are saying that indigenous
people couldn't identify race or
gender. So we believe that they are
yapping that indigenous people
were stupid, color blind, gender
confused, deaf and dumb and Cray
Cray.

The best kept secret in the allvolunteer, U.S. military is that most
sexual assaults are now
homosexual, male on male
exploitation. Thank you for your
service.

Some Negroes think that Disney
Land is the Holy Land or Mecca. It
may not be time to get rid of the
"N" word just yet!

Moor Black Grapevine newsBlack and African people's body
parts go for about $150,000 US for
all the organs. That's wholesale! A
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lot depends on whose bidding,
buying and how much they want
that organ or the whole damn body.
More money can be made selling
organs, than slavery. It won't be
long before Caucasians say that
Blacks / Africans participated in
the Global Black Market for Organ
Trafficking, just as they said we
participated in the Trans Atlantic
Slave Trade. You know how they
do! They got Negros repeating their
dumb shyt too.

Don't think for a minute that serial
killers don't hook & link up. They
may cherish each other and do a lot
of things to throw law enforcement
off. Can you say COLD CASE!

Social media can make a knucklehead think they are somebody
important or somebody they are
not. lol

On one hand, Black women say
they need more Black men in the
school system. On the other hand,
many of these same women say
that Black men are too strict on the
children. I guess we will continue
to have a limited amount of Black
men getting in the teaching
profession. Perhaps we will
continue to have weak and
undisciplined Santa Claus babies

If DNA was perfect, some of these
testing companies could tell you
what type of animal you evolved
from. Was it a monkey, a wolf, a
bear, a bat, a werewolf or were you
a Frankenstein creature created in a
lab? Perhaps even a Yacub
creation? What's S'up with the test
tube babies y'all? Perhaps you were
once a one-celled water bug or
roach? DNA, machines and robots
should be able to tell you Shawty.
Or are they fake news? Maybe
these robot machines can get you a
lot more lost than you were before.
Have you been machine tested
lately?

Math is figuring shyt out. Just
because you can't put it on paper,
doesn't mean you can't do Math. To
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get to the bathroom takes muscles
and Math Yo. All sports take Math,
even aerobics Shawty. Before you
walk out that door, use Math to
figure out where you are going.
This is not a test. They got names
for people who can't figure shyt
out!

Black GrapeVine news- To have
some famous Negroes tell it, their
lives weren't worth shyt, until some
White Daddy came to the ghetto
and DISCOVERED them. We
seem to hear these stories all the
time. So these Negroes seem to
think they had no value until they
could make themselves useful to a
White Daddy? Of what value are
they to us?

Mice and roaches should never be
considered as pets? Don't feed
them. Boric acid helps control
roaches and peppermint oil helps
control mice. Cut off their food
sources.

Moor Black GrapeVine news- By
currents standards and theories,
DNA testing should be able to tell
Black people who or what raped
their ancestors. Connected to that
paper trail for cash property, should
be a DNA ell trail. Proof for
Reparations is possible with current
technology, even if it is flawed.

For Black people, DIABETES is a

Moor Wigga news-In the existing
white supremacy system, it is
possible to pay one's way to stay
out of Hell. That's if you believe
and have faith in such. Only
problem is that you won't know
about a Return on your Investment
until you are dead, buried and cross
over to wherever. So far nobody
has come up with a better congame than that. Good luck to the
true believers.

White people's idea of patriotism
and freedom is to uphold their
racism, be it overt or covert to
maintain their privilege. They don't
want other people or groups to be
able to defend themselves.
All men are not the same. All
women are not the same. Some
men and some women are like
family and will watch over you.
Still, other men and women have
lost their way and will hurt you
physically, mentally, emotionally,
psychologically or spiritually.
That's why strengthening the mind
is so important and the opening of
the third eye. We all will have to do
the Math and figure some things
out. Depending on your
environment, this might not be an
easy task. That's why FAMILY is
so important. There must be order
in your Universe. Keep doing the
Math. You will win.

bigger killer than cancer. That
sugar, which is in most everything,
is a bytch!

Serena Williams married and with
child to a white dude, now has
more in common with White
women than Black women.

Moor Black GrapeVine newsWatch out for Negresses and
Negroes itching and dying to
BERATE somebody, anybody,
because they are unhappy with
themselves. Watch out for who
they always seem to berate. Is that
Negro on Black hate?

Never confuse indentured
servitude with slavery. The
Irish were indentured
servants. Kidnapped Africans
were slaves. Check out the
legal meaning in America!
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Many times, it's not because people
won't read, it's because they can't
read. And if they can read, it might
not be above a 5th grade level.
Reading and comprehension are
two different things. We still have a
lot of work to do. A large
percentage of our people in
jail...cannot read!

Black scientist really have been
experimenting with black
lightening,

The U.S. military is now 85% men
and 15% women. They haven't
come up with any other form of
gender classification yet.

Is anyone surprised at the number
of Black folks that want to be just
like White folks? Not just middle
and upper class white people. Some
actually want to be on par with
trailer park Hill-Billie's and poor
white trash. Are you surprised?

Did any Black person that went to
the Black Panther movie ask for a
DISCOUNT? Black people know
that when approaching white,
Corporate America and white
people in general, they gonna have
to swallow their spit and pay top
dollar. That's usually what happens
when Black folks deal with any
other people. They only do that
when dealing with Black people.
The White man's ice must be
colder. And so is the Arabs, the
Koreans, the Chinese, the Indians,
the Pakistani, the Japanese and
whomever. Black people are not
about their own economics,
commerce or securing their
freedom from white supremacy.
Not yet!

There are about 170 volcanoes in
the U.S.

Moor Black GrapeVine newssome Black people are Whiter
(figuratively) than White people.
Those of us who don't buy into
everything white people say and do
are considered too strict to be taken
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seriously. Some of us think White
people are still our Masters.

Think it's hard for one Black
person to put money in another
Black person's hands, as bad as we
need cooperative economics and
commerce? When was the last time
a white person, a Korean, a Chinese
or an Arab placed some money in
your hands? Mind refresher
Yo...you being boycotted and being
held in ya place Shawty. It's an
uphill climb from the bottom unless
you organize, unite and find
common ground to save your
future.

China has STEALTH technology.
In the United States, some Black
parents see Disney Land about the
same as some Muslims see Mecca.
Go figure!

GEORGE EDWARD TAIT
LIVES, OLIVIA COLE
LIVES, LERONE
BENNETT LIVES,
MUHIYI DIN D'BAHA
LIVES, FREDO
SANTANA LIVES and
HUGH MASEKELA
LIVES!

are the fall of the Human Race.
They believe that Caucasoids are
not human, by their mass group
actions and lack of melanin. What
say you?

The NCAA is a "non-profit"
organization. They make sure
everybody gets paid except for the
students and families whose
athletic talents they take advantage
of. Sounds like the working of
young, dumb and broke children on
the plantations of America. Sure a
limited few of these children
benefit, but the vast majority don't.
Maybe coaches should boycott?
Colleges love the status quo Yo!
Big money, Mo money and good
use of their young, dumb and broke
slave students.

No conscious person or astute
person would even be surprised at
the number of Black people in the
Western hemisphere, that don't give
a rat's ass about Africa or African
people. That is not what white
supremacy is all about. That's why
freedom of so many minds must
remain on any agenda Black
leaders have.

When you get to Heaven, will
white people give you a job or will
you have to work for free?
Whatever Shawty! Ask ya Pastor
Yo!

Saracens were Berber and Arab
populations mixed with European
elements.

Black & Wigga Grapevine newsBaltimore cops have been riding
around with toy guns just to plant
on somebody when they (the cops)
are in the wrong for a shooting.
Believe it or not, it's all supervisor
directed and approved. Baltimore is
a city overloaded with dirty, dirty
cops.

Some Black scientist and great
thinkers theorize that Caucasians

YOU GO TO A PARTY, BUT
NOT ALLOWED TO DANCE!

Black people have a recent history
of joining and yapping about White
people's PARTIES, but it seems
like Black people are never really
allowed to DANCE! We have to
ask permission to get on down!
Black people are numb as to why
they are called PARTIES! Lol
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Black people must continue to
create their own spaces. No, we all
don't want to be assimilated!

Most Black people do not take
their children to museums to see
displays of their history.

If you've never made a mistake in
your life, I guess it's OK to throw
some stones. But, if you ever make
a mistake, a boo-boo, don't be
surprised if somebody tries to bust
you upside the head with a rock!

Are you intimidated because you
think somebody is smarter than
you? No, we do not make up this
shyt. There is a strange shortage of
people on this planet that believe in
themselves and fall victim to envy
and jealousy.

They hack into license, motor
vehicle records Shawty. Don't put
that you are an organ donor or you
might end up missing. Some white
person or the highest bidder could
be walking around with ya organs
Yo. Be safe!
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ya journey! Dead people do tell
tales. They are dead.

I hope nobody that viewed the
Black Panther, now thinks that we
are on a level playing field. A
couple super heroes, played by
actors and actresses, don't make the
playing field level Shawty.

Warning- Don't get hooked-up
with somebody that don't give a
shyt about your family. Once that
was what marriage was all about:
the coming of two families
together. Not so much now! People
are out for only themselves, if you
know what I mean.

You'll know you are a Negro or
Negress if...Your daughter thinks
having sex with a white man is a
heritage and not a curse.

EUROPEAN
FACTS

NEGRO ON BLACK HATE!

When do Black people realize that
their youth (children, cousins,
nieces, and nephews) are not seeing
much of a future? That's too bad,
because the current crop of adults
don't feel as if that is or was their
responsibility. Somebody else is
supposed to handle that for them,
like their enemies. Whatever!
If your minister is a player pimp or
a sinister hustler, where you think
he is sending you, when you pass
on? It won't be cheap Yo, however

Identity Theft originated when
White people came out of the
caves, the closet or whatever and
started stealing the identity of every
group that they come in contact
with.

Israel is considered a military offshoot of the United States.
Caucasians always fly flags that
show they are white supremacy
states and that they practice white
supremacy.

Scientists predict there are about
5,000 pieces of satellite junk
floating and orbiting around our
planet. Most of that junk belongs to
the U.S.

70% of white men lose their hair
by age 35.

The French always raped the men

Just because a female can play at
being a male or another female
recognizes her as a male, I wouldn't
recommend that female getting in a
male's face or going into combat
with a male, unless she has an
equalizer. That man to man is
"reality", no joke and no place for a
female. Reality is never an edited
movie. If you don't feel me, go
right ahead and see for yourself.

that shapes their various tribes with
certain bedrock values. Some of
them have humane dimensions, but
they all turn ugly when they are
threatened -- assassins, lynchings,
jihad, slavery, crusades, etc. etc. etc

first when they practiced slavery.

White people are the number one
killers of white people and the
white unborn.

The U.S. can invade anybody they

(SUBURBAN MYTHS?)
Believe it or not!
Hitler's white on white violence
campaigns were very influential in
helping loosen European control
over African people and their
resources.

White people around the globe act
upon their fears.

Nobody really buys land in
European dominated countries.
You just lease it. They live under
“Eminent Domain”.

To Caucasians, religions are a
universal Caucasoid phenomenon

want to, as long as that State cannot
repel them with equal force.

SLAVERY: A BLESSING
IN DISGUISE
The Gospel According To
Jon Hubbard
"The institution of slavery that the
Black race has long believed to be
an abomination upon its people
may actually have been a blessing
in disguise. The Blacks who could
endure those conditions and
circumstances would someday be
rewarded with citizenship in the
greatest nation ever established
upon the face of the Earth."
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THANKS BITCHES
The Gospel According To
Hillary Clinton

White females have made foster
care of other race’s children so
lucrative that some of their
husbands can quit their jobs

“Hey everyone, I just wanted to
say thanks. Thanks for your
feminism, for your activism, and all
I can hope is you keep up the really
important, good work,”

Most people in America pay a

“And let me just say, this is
directed to the activist bitches
supporting bitches, so let’s go.”

traveling as a way of masculinising
their identities rather than as a way
of affirming their femininity. Some
women travel for sex in much the
same way that some men do.

NO BALLS FOOTBAL
The Gospel According To
Jake Plummer
"Nobody is likely to sign
Kaepernick, which is probably a
factor in why he filed a collusion
grievance against the NFL last
year. If someone was going to sign
Kaepernick by now, it would have
happened. Teams are “scared” on
Kaepernick, “uneducated on him as
a person,” and he didn’t know if
Kaepernick would want to play for
teams “run by scared, kind of
bigoted people.”

You average white person spends
most of their time trying to
capitalize off other white people.

Drone strikes are now considered a
part of cyber warfare.

MAMA DON"T LET
YOUR BABIES GROW UP
TO BE COWBOYS
Willie Nelson / Waylon Jennings

Cowboys ain't easy to love and
they're harder to hold
They'd rather give you a song then
diamonds or gold
Lone star belt buckles and old
faded Levi's and each night begins
a new day
If you don't understand him and he
don't die young
He'll probably just ride away

HUT TAX (property tax). If not
paid their land and building are
confiscated.

Women have traditionally used

The United States has more cops
and robbers and cops who are
robbers, than any other nation on
planet Earth.

After the Great Depression,
America used Affirmative Action
and Welfare to create the White
Middle Class we see today.

China has more satellites flying
around in space than all the other
countries on the Earth combined.
.

EUROPEAN
FACTS
of the Sixteenth
Century
(Life in the 1500’s)

Submitted by: Zaire Essence
Most people got married in June
because they took their yearly bath
in May and were still smelling
pretty good by June. However, they
were starting to be fragrant, so
brides carried a bouquet of flowers.
Baths equaled a big tub filled with
hot water. The man of the house
had the privilege of the nice clean
water, then all the other sons and
men, then the women and finally
the children. Last of all the babies.
By then the water was so dirty you
could actually lose someone in it.

Hence the saying: "Don't throw the
baby out with the bath water."
Houses had thatched roofs. Thick
straw, piled high, with no wood
underneath. It was the only place
for animals to get warm, so all the
pets ... dogs, cats and other small
animals, mice, rats, bugs lived in
the roof. When it rained it became
slippery and sometimes the animals
would slip and fall off the roof.
Hence the saying, "It's raining cats
and dogs,"
There was nothing to stop things
from falling into the house. This
posed a real problem in the
bedroom where bugs and other
droppings could really mess up
your nice clean bed. So, they found
if they made beds with big posts
and hung a sheet over the top, it
addressed that problem. Hence
"those beautiful big 4 poster beds
with canopies."
The floor was dirt. Only the
wealthy had something other than
dirt, hence the saying "dirt poor."
The wealthy had slate floors which
would get slippery in the winter
when wet. So they spread thresh on
the floor to help keep their footing.
As the winter wore on they kept
adding more thresh until when you
opened the door it would all start
slipping outside. A piece of wood
was placed at the entryway. Hence,
a "thresh hold."
They cooked in the kitchen in a big
kettle that always hung over the
fire. Every day they lit the fire and
added things to the pot. They
mostly ate vegetables and didn't get
much meat. They would eat the
stew for dinner, leaving left-overs
in the pot to get cold overnight and
then start over the next day.
Sometimes the stew had food in it
that had been in there for a week or
so. Hence the rhyme: "peas
porridge hot, peas porridge cold,
peas porridge in the pot nine days
old."
Sometimes they could obtain pork
and would feel really special when
that happened. When company
came over, they would bring out
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some bacon and hang it to show it
off. It was a sign of wealth and that
a man "could really bring home the
bacon," They would cut off a little
to share with guests and would all
sit around and "chew the fat."
Those with money had plates made
of pewter. Food with a high acid
content caused some of the lead to
leach onto the food. This happened
most often with tomatoes, so they
stopped eating tomatoes... for 400
years.
Most people didn't have pewter
plates, but had trencher-a piece of
wood with the middle scooped out
like a bowl. Trenchers were never
washed and a lot of times worms
got into the wood. After eating off
wormy trenchers, they would get
"trench mouth."
Bread was divided according to
status. Workers got the burnt
bottom of the loaf, the family got
the middle, and guests got the top,
or the "upper crust."
Lead cups were used to drink ale or
whiskey. The combination would
sometimes knock them out for a
couple of days. Someone walking
along the road would take them for
dead and prepare them for burial.
They were laid out on the kitchen
table for a couple of days and the
family would gather around and eat
and drink and wait and see if they
would wake up. Hence the custom
of holding a "wake." England is old
and small, and they started running
out of places to bury people. So,
they would dig up coffins and
would take their bones to a house
and reuse the grave. In reopening
these coffins, one out of 25 coffins
were found to have scratch marks
on the inside and they realized they
had been burying people alive. So
they thought they would tie a string
on their wrist and lead it through
the coffin and up through the
ground and tie it to a bell. Someone
would have to sit out in the
graveyard all night to listen for the
bell. Hence on the "graveyard shift"
they would know that someone was
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"saved by the bell" or he was a
"dead ringer."

BLACK
FACTS

All knowledge is rooted in
reality
There were and are more pyramids
in Nubia than Ancient Egypt or any
other place in the world.

Africans were master Chemist
Khemist).

Europeans were colonizing Africa
at the same time they were
kidnapping and enslaving Africans.

Timbuktu, a learning center in
Africa, at one time was the largest
learning center on the planet, with
visitors from around the world,
openly welcome.

A number of Mexicans of African
descent, Black Mexicans, have
been deported to Haiti for looking
like Haitians.

Europeans began to study melanin
as early as 1658. They called it
“pigment”.

Mud and straw did not build the
pyramids in Africa or any other
place that Black engineers decided
to build.

Africans had civilizations before
the Greeks, before the Roman and
long before any Caucasian group
was in existence.

Africans were never colonizers or
slavers, but world renowned
traders.

In ancient Afrika, the heart was the
icon that symbolized the seat of
intelligence.

Nearly 90% of all immigrants are
classified as White on their
immigration records and drivers’
licenses, but they are not excluded
from affirmation action programs
that Black people fought for. They
hope to gain power and wealth
from the Black Civil Rights
Movement without paying
anything, while not wanting to be
classified with or a part of the
Black struggle.

The so-called "low castes" or
indigenous, Black population of
India have converted to other
religions to escape the most
barbaric, inhumane system of
racist oppression in the world,
Aryanism/Hinduism.

A Race man or a Race woman is a
Black person that is committed to
the development of Black people.

Africans have had more
nationalities than any other group
on the planet. Black people have
traversed the planet..

Quetzalcoatl, a Mexican God of
antiquity, was Black.

The Fugitive Slave Act, part of the
Compromise of 1850, allowed
slave owners, or their
representatives, to reclaim runaway
slaves, with proof of ownership,
throughout the United States.
Slave-catching now carried the
force of law which meant all lawenforcement agencies throughout
the North were required to assist
those seeking fugitives. Law
enforcement officers were required
to arrest and hold any suspected
fugitives and assist their return to
slaveholders.

Black and mixed-race people - still
commonly referred to by Arabs as
Haratins, or slaves - have occupied
the lowest castes of Mauritanian
society since Arab nomads invaded
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sub-Saharan Africa in the 9th
century and enslaved black
farmers.

Nubians and Kamites were one
continuous kingdom under Pharaoh
Taharka.

Black men live longer when they
are married to Black women.

The River Nile was originally
called the River Hapi..

WHAT IF?
Resubmitted by MAGICK1010

If the government ever pays
reparations to Black people, for the
damage that was done for their
degradation in slavery…will the
KKK, SKIN-HEADS and Militia
groups start the Civil War over
again?
If Black folks ever get reparations,
will Mercedes, Lexis, Volkswagen,
or General Motors come out with
Reparation edition vehicles just to
get our money?
If Black folks ever get reparations
for slavery, will McDonald’s &
Burger King come out with a
limited edition Reparations burger
to commemorate the moment.
If Black people ever get
reparations, will all the “mixed”
people want a half share, a whole
share or will they want to pass for
white?
If Black people ever get a lump
sum of money for being placed in
chains and treated like cattle…Will
all the brothers and sisters in jail be
released so they can get their share?
If Black people get paid
reparations……Will the NAACP
and the United Negro College fund
stop getting charity from white
corporations?
If Black people get reparations…
will the white girls on the job, still
be friends with the Black girls they
feel superior to.

If Black people get paid for the
damages and suffering they
received for the lynching,
castrations, rapes, sodomy,
molestation and deaths of Black
men, women and children in the
slave trade…..Do you think
America has enough money or will
they play that minimum wage game
If Reparations becomes a reality for
Black people……will it be rapid
refund with an earned income
credit or will the money be placed
in independence accounts.
If the Confederate flag is removed
....the Negro might forget he was
white people’s slave, but white
people won’t! You can take that to
the bank!

RUMOR
CONTROL
AMERICA IS NOT A
COUNTRY!
Resubmitted by Magick1010
If you randomly asked 10 people
what country they lived in, 9 out of
10 would say America. From
people with doctorates and masters
degrees to elementary school
children, this answer would be the
most popular recourse, but America
is not a country. This is true, no
matter how popular that answer
may seem. The US is a country in
North America
This brings to mind my next set of
questions. Are the people that live
in Canada, Americans? Are the
people that live in Mexico,
Americans? Are Brazilians,
Americans? Are Puerto Ricans
Americans? Are the people in the
Caribbean, Americans? Are the
people in Cuba, Americans? Can’t
we all get along? I guess the only
time people are Americans is when
it's time to give your life for the
pursuit of someone else’s happiness
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Who's Got the
Drugs?
Resubmitted by

Divine1on1

Drugs are owned, controlled,
distributed and promoted by white,
multi-national corporations.
Anybody ever heard of a drug
store? Ever been to a pharmacy?
You own one? Are you high?
Sugar is a drug!
Salt is a drug!
Nicotine is a drug!
Alcoholic beverages contain drugs!
Cough syrup contains drugs!
Cold pills contain drugs!
Pain killers contain drugs!
Preservatives contain drugs!
Blunts contain drugs!
Some of the most dangerous and
additive drugs are legal already.
The Food & Drug administration
just says you need money or a
doctor's prescription to get a fix.
Drugs do not heal; they just get rid
of the symptoms of dis-ease and
shut down the body mechanisms
that alert you that something is
wrong. Drugs give the illusion that
something else will take care of
your problems, but the problems or
dis-ease don’t go away like that!
Sooner or later, you must get your
act together boo!
A drug addict can work on a job.
They are just considered a
functional drug addict. The boss
doesn’t care as long as they do their
job and the drug doesn’t hinder
their performance, but they still a
junkie..
If all the Yo boys and girls are
chased off the corners and all the
crack, trap houses are closed down,
there would still be a drug problem.
Too many people need drugs/
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narcotics to help them to pursue
happiness. Peeps sniffing glue and
paint are looking for a high. Peeps
looking in your medicine cabinet
are looking for drugs. Peeps
drinking martinis and sipping on
champagne be feelin’ no pain.
Drugs have always been around,
but never has the pursuit of drugs
and getting a “high on” been so
prevalent on this planet. Doin’
drugs and drug doers are out of
control. Better yet, they are under
control!
National chain stores like CVS,
Revco, Rite Aid, Wal-Mart, KMart, and Mr. Bo Bo’s cut-rates are
distributing drugs for commercial
drug companies.
Drugs are owned, controlled,
distributed and promoted by white,
multi-national corporations. Mess
with their turf and they will do a
“fly by” and shoot up everybody in
your hood or country.

SUBURBAN
LEGENDS,
MYTHS & RUMOR
CONTROL
Magick1010
What we need is a group of colorless people sitting in an ivory
tower, telling us what is true and
what is false. If they are not colorless people, then we need some
Negroes with a college education
validating what is up and what is
down. It would be very helpful if
these panels told us correct
information and what we should be
concerned about. Excuse me, they
already do that. Mind control is in
full effect. All information is
controlled. When you control a
person’s thinking, you do not have
to worry about their actions. Colorless people and Negroes want
control of Afrikan minds, so they
will not have to concern themselves
with what Afrikans will do to

develop more possibilities for our
race-family.

wolves or gorillas. What's up with
the Flintstones, Tarzan & Rome.

The following are a group of
Suburban Legends and Myths that
color-less people have made
possible….ENJOY!

Suburban Legend: White people
never, ever have sex with their
children or animals. White people
live in Never, Never land! No
wonder all these diseases goin’
‘round Yo!

Suburban Legend: Pig, the other
white meat, is not pork.
Suburban Legend: To a hillbilly,
redneck cracker, a PIC-NIC is an
outdoor meal wherein the food is
hauled by the diners to a pastoral
spot where it is shared in an
atmosphere of casual dining. Of
course the diners will use
silverware and be sure to wipe their
mouths with lace napkins! During
these events, the lynching, cooking
and eating of Black people never,
really happened. Black people were
never treated the same as Burger
King Cows, KFC Chickens or live
stock .Aiight!
Suburban Myth: Black people died
for the right to vote. As soon as
they stepped foot on the shores of
North America, they wanted to
have all the rights and wigs of
white albinos. Nobody ever wanted
their freedom! Aiight! Who thought
up this dumb sh*t!
Suburban Myth: All Afrikans came
to the shores of the United States
on slave ships. Black people were
so stupid for millions of years that
they were the ones that thought the
world was flat and knew nothing
about the currents of the Atlantic or
Pacific oceans. Yeah Right! Peeps
better study the Olmec civilization
and dig even deeper. Ain’t no such
thing as an Indian in the Western
hemisphere Yo!
Suburban Legend: White people
have never lied or spoke with a
forked tongue. White people have
all the white answers! You know
they do.
Suburban Legend: White people
never, ever lived in caves and none
of them claim to be raised by

Suburban Myth: A country founded
on freedom, liberty and justice for
all, but built on the concept of
people as property, is not a
paradox. 300+ years of free labor
and the continuous stealing of other
people’s legacies is a mighty big
return on the founding father'’
investments.
Suburban Legend: Enough laws
and legislation have been passed
for Black people to be happy about
being stolen from the Motherland,
forgetful about their enslavement,
forgetful about Jim Crow-ism and
terrorist attacks by white vigilantes
and happy about being called
Negroes.
Suburban Myth: Indigenous people
like being called savages, Indians
or Negroes, having their home land
taken and being forced to live their
lives on reservations or in projects
if they don’t conform.
If you stand for nothing, you’ll
fall for anything,

THE DVD DEAL IS STILL
GOING ON
BUY “3” GET
ONE FREE
It ends when we say it ends!
HANDLE YOUR BUSINESS
Certain rules and restrictions
apply!
What you think this is!
SEE YA!

